Wait a minute.. what’s going on online!? Your social media account is taken over! Luckily you have a different password for your email... right?!
External Factor

Apparently it’s not that difficult to convince people of your identity. Someone has been impersonating you, this person has even leaked some information about the ongoing research to the local government.
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Foreign Journalist

Apparently it’s not that difficult to convince people of your identity. Someone has been impersonating you, this person has even leaked some information about the ongoing research to the local government.
As you now live with an old friend, you no longer have control over the internet connection. Before you had the time to check everything completely, you realised that the Wi-Fi is not as secure as you had hoped… But you did send a couple of emails about the investigation to...
External Factor

Maybe the other project you are doing for the government isn’t as different as everybody else is thinking. You are feeding Deltora Magazine false information. You are still getting paid by the government.
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Consulting Expert
External Factor

Your bank was very helpful. Apparently your credit card had expired so you requested a new one via mail. But wait… was that email really from your bank? Your data security has been breached!
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Activist
Dear oh dear, there are so many things going on! Not only do you have to control a bunch of journalists, now the ministry of economic affairs is asking for your attention. You feel flattered that the ministry is interested in your work. You decide to have dinner with the minister of economic affairs. No one would mind sharing your ideas about an honest Petronia, would they?